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When Levi said that, everyone glanced at him with bated breath.

Zoey and the other two had the same idea.

Could it be that this is all Levi’s doing?

The timing is just right.

Previously, Levi said that he’ll settle this incident.

When he returned, Pierre and the others came.

It must be him!

But how did he do that?

Star Entertainment is one of the top three entertainment companies in the nation.

How is it possible for Pierre to cave in to him and even stop business for three
months?

These questions circled around their minds.

They were exceedingly confused.

“Yeah. They left after apologizing, and even begged us to use Star
Entertainment’s resources to our heart’s content.” Replied Zoey.



Levi nodded and said, “Good then.”

Zoey felt too embarrassed to ask Levi how he did it.

However, she thought of a possibility.

After Levi left, Zoey instructed her secretary, “Check how Star Entertainment’s
stocks are doing.”

The staff checked it quickly. “Other than Pierre, the Jones family in South
Hampton owns the highest share of 20%!”

“Indeed!”

Zoey heaved a sigh of relief.

Earlier, she guessed that Levi managed to achieve it through tapping on his
connections with the Jones family in South Hampton.

Now, she was certain.

The Jones family was Star Entertainment’s biggest shareholder.

Making Pierre do all that was merely a piece of cake for them.

“Darling, thanks for your help!”

Zoey was extremely touched.

She knew Levi hated the Jones family and would not even deign to acknowledge
them.



However, this was the second time he asked the Jones family for a favor on her
behalf.

This was equivalent to him throwing his pride aside.

Furthermore, Levi was one of the most prideful people she knew.

Darling, I’m very touched…

However, unknown to Zoey, that was not what happened at all.

The Jones family had nothing to do with this.

As everything was too coincidental, she misunderstood.

However, Zoey decided to keep everything a secret and did not ask Levi about it.

Then, with the help of Star Entertainment, the new movie released by Oriental
Star Group skyrocketed to unprecedented popularity.

Helena, the female lead, rose to stardom and became one of the nation’s most
popular A-listers.

The movie star never imagined all these to happen.

Half a year ago, she was still an unknown celebrity, worrying about her meagre
monthly income of three thousand.

Six months later, she became a popular celebrity in the country.

Everything was all because of Levi and Zoey, hence Helena was extremely
grateful to them.



Not only that, but she also even donated some money in secret to help those in
need.

“Helena, if all of the celebrities are as kind as you, I wouldn’t be so angry.” Said
Levi with a laugh.


